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ABSTRACT

This project introduces a groundbreaking solution to the security vulnerabilities encountered by resource-limited Internet of Things (IoT) devices during software updates. Traditional methods are fraught with security risks and inefficiencies due to multiple data transfers. The proposed blockchain-based framework revolutionizes this process by leveraging Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) for cryptographic tasks, custom authorization policies for enhanced security, and smart contracts to ensure secure delivery and payment. By storing encrypted software update blocks across multiple IPFS nodes and recording their addresses on the blockchain, the system mitigates the risk of a single point of failure. This innovative approach not only guarantees secure, efficient, and auditable software updates but also significantly bolsters IoT device security compared to conventional methods.
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INTRODUCTION:

Internet of Things (IoT) landscape is rapidly expanding, with billions of devices connecting daily to facilitate a myriad of tasks across various sectors, from healthcare and agriculture to smart homes and industrial automation. With global spending on IoT devices skyrocketing from $749 billion in 2020 to an anticipated $1,100 billion by 2023, the IoT ecosystem's growth trajectory is undeniable. However, this rapid proliferation comes with its set
of challenges, predominantly concerning cybersecurity vulnerabilities. Notably, the infamous Mirai botnet attack in 2016 underscored the susceptibility of IoT devices to compromise, highlighting the dire need for robust security measures. A pivotal aspect of safeguarding IoT ecosystems hinges on timely and secure software updates. Yet, the existing software update mechanisms are fraught with vulnerabilities, including potential attacks on the update process itself, such as manipulated updates or unauthorized access. Furthermore, ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of software updates remains a daunting challenge, necessitating innovative solutions to address these multifaceted security concerns effectively.

**LITERATURE SURVEY:**

**C. Zhang and R. Green** et al

Author proposes addressing the security challenges inherent in the Internet of Things (IoT) by developing a lightweight defensive algorithm tailored to combat Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks within IoT environments. Recognizing IoT's pervasive integration into various critical sectors, the author emphasizes the necessity for robust self-management and self-security capabilities within IoT networks. DDoS attacks, characterized by overwhelming servers with a deluge of requests from a network of compromised computers, pose a significant threat to IoT networks, causing network congestion and impairing normal network functionalities. Consequently, the proposed algorithm aims to safeguard IoT networks by analyzing and mitigating the interactive communication dynamics among diverse network nodes, ensuring uninterrupted and secure IoT operations.

**E. Alsaadi and A. Tubaishat** et al

Author delves into the intricacies of the Internet of Things (IoT), envisioning a future where everyday physical objects seamlessly connect to the internet, transcending the conventional realm of smartphones and portables. While this transformative vision promises enhanced connectivity and intelligence integration with our environment, it also introduces a myriad of challenges and vulnerabilities. The paper meticulously investigates the emergent features, challenges, and weaknesses stemming from the widespread adoption of IoT, focusing on issues such as denial of service attacks, eavesdropping, node capture, and sensor physical security. Through a qualitative exploratory research design and literature review, the study uncovers vulnerabilities inherent in the distributed architecture of IoT, including the potential hijacking of unsecured network devices for malicious purposes, exploitation of communication channels, and susceptibility to node capture attacks and privacy leaks.

**S. Huh, S. Cho, and S. Kim** et al

Author proposes leveraging blockchain technology to address the synchronization challenges inherent in large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) deployments. While blockchain initially gained prominence as the underlying technology for Bitcoin, its versatile applications have since expanded to diverse sectors, including finance, security, and IoT. Recognizing the limitations of traditional server-client models in
managing vast IoT device networks, the author advocates for a blockchain-based approach to facilitate seamless communication and configuration among IoT devices. Specifically, the proposed system utilizes Ethereum's smart contract capabilities to implement a robust key management system, where public keys are stored on the Ethereum platform, and private keys reside on individual devices. This decentralized approach not only enhances IoT device configuration but also offers a more granular level of system management compared to conventional blockchain platforms, paving the way for scalable and secure IoT ecosystems.

**PROBLEM STATEMENT:**

Existing Techniques contains many other attacks listed below

**IOT manufacturer:** malicious IOT manufacturer can send wrong or old updates to get money from IOT owner

**IOT owner:** this are the IOT owners who purchase IOT from manufacturer and then can generate fake payment to receive updates from the manufacturer as all existing payment are based on traditional HTTP REST API based processing which can be easily hack

**Malicious Attacker:** In this attack, a malicious attacker aims to interrupt the software notification sent by the manufacturer to IOT owners, causing delays/failures of software updates.

**Confidentiality attack:** In this attack, a malicious attacker attempts to retrieve the contents of a software update during its delivery process with the aim of receiving a software update it should not have while also avoiding payment.

**Invalid update attack:** In this attack, a malicious attacker attempts to send an invalid/damaged software update to IOT devices aiming to damage the functionality of the IOT device.

**Roll-back attack:** In this attack, a malicious attacker aims to send a valid old software with a known pre-existing vulnerability that the attacker can exploit to damage the functionality of the IOT device

**PROPOSED METHOD:**

To overcome from above attacks author employing Blockchain based IOT software’s updates which consists of following technologies

**Blockchain:** Blockchain has inbuilt support for data security and verification and store all data as Block or transaction and associate each block with unique hash code. Blockchain verify hash code of each block storage and if hash code does not match then it will detect as data alteration and this verification make Blockchain as tamper proof and impossible for data change. Blockchain can be access by using smart contract which contains function to store or retrieve software updates

**CPABE:** cipher policy attribute based encryption is applied to encrypt software updates. Each encryption technology is based on key generation for encryption and decryption. This key generation required heavy computation so generating keys for each IOT require more space and computation and this computation can be reduced by applying CPABE algorithm. CPABE
uses list of allowed users or IOT as input and for all users generate single keys and the users or IOT who are in list are allowed for data decryption. So manufacturer add list of paid IOT and then generate keys and only those IOT can receive and decrypt software updates.

**Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA):** software updates sent by manufacturer must be check for attacks so ECDSA will generate hash code on software update and sent to IOT and then IOT will also generate hash code on received updates and if generated and received updates match then IOT consider received software is attack free. If received data alter by attacker then different hash code will be generated and attack will be detected.

IPFS storage: Interplanetary File System is used to store all encrypted software updates sent by Manufacturer. As Blockchain contains small amount of memory and its storage is also very costly so author using IPFS for software update storage. Blockchain will encrypt software update and then send to IPFS for storage and this IPFS will send back address of store data which will be used by Blockchain to locate that store data in future.

So by using above technologies we can avoid all attacks in the IOT software updates network.

**ARCHITECTURE:**

**METHODOLOGY:**

**User Management:** The foundation of the system lies in its user management capabilities. Upon accessing the platform, users can register either as Manufacturers or Owners. All user data, including usernames, passwords, contact details, and user types, is securely stored on the blockchain. This decentralized approach ensures data immutability, reducing the risk of unauthorized access and data tampering.

**Software Update Upload:** Manufacturers play a pivotal role in the system by uploading software updates through a user-friendly web interface. To enhance security, the software files undergo
encryption using CP-ABE (Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption) before being uploaded to the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS). This process involves splitting the uploaded files into multiple blocks based on size, with each block encrypted individually. Subsequently, the hashes of these encrypted blocks, along with relevant metadata, are stored on the blockchain, facilitating seamless tracking and verification of software updates.

**Payment Processing:** The system also incorporates a transparent and secure payment processing mechanism. Owners can purchase software updates directly from registered Manufacturers. All payment-related information, such as owner and manufacturer names, payment amount, and transaction date, is recorded on the blockchain. This ensures full transparency, auditability, and trustworthiness of the payment transactions, mitigating the risks associated with traditional payment gateways.

**Viewing and Verification:** Both Manufacturers and Owners can access their respective interfaces to view comprehensive details about software updates, payments, and individual blocks. To maintain data integrity and authenticity, the system utilizes verification hashes, ensuring that any modifications to the software updates can be easily detected and addressed.

**Blockchain Transactions:** The system's core functionalities heavily rely on blockchain technology. Software update information, including encrypted block details, is meticulously saved on the blockchain using the 'saveDataBlockChain' function. To enhance clarity and streamline data management, different types of data, such as user details, software updates, and payment records, are stored separately on the blockchain.

**Encryption and Decryption:** The system prioritizes data security by implementing robust encryption and decryption mechanisms. CP-ABE encryption and decryption functions are employed to safeguard software update files. Furthermore, the system ensures secure storage of public and private keys, further fortifying the encryption process.

**Smart Contract Development:** Smart contracts, written in Solidity, form the backbone of the system. These contracts encapsulate the business logic governing user management, software updates, and payment processing. Utilizing tools like Remix or Truffle, these smart contracts are compiled and deployed on the Ethereum blockchain, ensuring seamless execution of predefined functionalities.

**System Architecture:** The system is architecturally structured around three main components: a Django-based web application serving as the backend, the Ethereum blockchain for smart contract deployment and data storage, and IPFS for decentralized file storage. This decentralized architecture ensures high availability, fault tolerance, and scalability, making it ideal for large-scale software update deployments.

**Technologies Used:** The system leverages a blend of cutting-edge technologies to deliver its functionalities:

Django: A Python-based web framework powering the backend development.
Web3.py: A Python library facilitating interactions with the Ethereum blockchain.

IPFS: A decentralized file storage system ensuring secure and efficient file storage.

ECIES: Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme employed for encryption and decryption.

Solidity: The smart contract language used for Ethereum blockchain development.

Frontend Development: On the frontend, user interfaces are meticulously designed using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Django's robust templating engine is utilized to render dynamic web pages, seamlessly integrating user interactions with backend functionalities.

Testing and Deployment: Prior to deployment, rigorous testing is conducted to ensure the system's reliability, security, and performance. Unit tests are performed for backend functions and smart contracts, while integration tests validate the seamless interaction between system components. Initially, the application is deployed on a test network for preliminary testing. Upon successful validation, the finalized application is deployed on a production network, ready for real-world usage.

RESULTS:

In above Blockchain generated default account and private keys
In above screen in white colour text we can see ‘SoftwareUpdates’ contract deployed and we got contract address

In above screen from same file multiple blocks are generated and we can see name of file, name of blocks, encrypted content and verification code

In above we can see all files and their blocks

In above screen all red colour circles are consider as IOT nodes and are placed at different location and now click on ‘Received Software Updates’ button to download and update software only for those IOT’s purchased by owner
In above we can see the IOT for which IOT owner purchase updates will receive and changed its colour to green to indicate as its receiving updates.

**CONCLUSION**

The Internet of Things (IoT) revolutionizes various sectors, from healthcare to agriculture, by collecting and transmitting data for centralized processing. However, IoT devices are vulnerable to attacks, especially when updating software, which can compromise data integrity and security.

Traditional update mechanisms face numerous challenges, including attacks from malicious manufacturers, owners, and external attackers aiming to disrupt or manipulate the update process. These attacks can lead to significant consequences, such as compromised data integrity, system malfunction, and financial losses.

To address these challenges, the project proposes a comprehensive solution leveraging blockchain technology, CPABE encryption, ECDSA, and IPFS storage. By decentralizing software updates and implementing robust encryption and verification mechanisms, the system enhances data security, integrity, and availability.

Extension concept further strengthens the system by distributing software updates across multiple IPFS nodes, mitigating the risk of single-point failures and unauthorized access. By adopting these technologies, the project offers a robust and scalable solution for secure and efficient IoT software updates.
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